APEX UPDATE Specifications Newsletter (print version only)

Size in inches 8.25 X 11.75

Colour 4 colour throughout

Pages 12+4

Quantity 5000 copies in English
          2000 copies in Hindi

Paper 225 gsm Austrian magnomatte for covers, 170 gsm Austrian magomatte for inside pages

Lamination Front and back covers matte laminated

Inside Pages Eqqus Varnished all over

Envelope with APEDA logo 130 gms Austrian magnomatte Four colour

QUOTATIONS ON FOLLOWING ITEMS:

Cost for :

@ English version per one issue Rs.xx/Total Amount
@ Hindi version per one issue Rs.xx/Total Amount

Editorial Services Rs xx/page
(this will include writing from reference matter, provided by APEDA, generating photographs/graphics if required and proofreading)

Cost of the envelope Rs.xx/copy